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DeChaine’s!2005!Global&Humanitarianism:&NGO’s&and&the&Crafting&of&Community!serves!as!an!entryMpoint!for!my!project.!!!DeChaine!argues!that!the!rise!of!the!NGO!occurs!in!the!midst!of!global!transformation!as!the!world!uses!technology!to!redefine!community.!!He!argues!that!there!is!an!international!crisis,!“embodied!in!the!form!of!an!intensifying!hegemonic!struggle!over!the!meaning!of!‘community’!in!a!globalized!world,”!and!that!furthermore,!this!struggle!is!“significantly!rhetorical!in!nature:!it’s!a!struggle!over!symbols,!meanings,!and!representation,!with!profound!social!and!cultural!implications”!(DeChaine,!2005:!p.!3).!!This!is!a!pivotal!time!for!NGOs,!state!actors,!and!international!relations,!and!it!hinges!on!the!rhetorical:!how!we!define!community!will,!in!turn,!create!it.!!At!the!time!of!DeChaine’s!writing,!however,!the!Internet!was!not!yet!a!pivotal!platform!for!NGOs.!!My!project!focuses!on!different!modes!of!digital!outreach!and!seeks!to!assess!if!and!how!DeChaine’s!rhetorical!approach!to!studying!NGOs!evolves!after!NGOs!take!the!digital!turn.!To!do!this,!I!first!explore!current!scholarship!regarding!online!advocacy!used!by!NGOs.!!Recently,!this!topic!has!become!an!emerging!focus!for!diverse!disciplines.!!My!project!attempts!to!contribute!to!this!emerging!literature.!!For!example,!Kingston!and!Stam’s!“Online!Advocacy”!study!(2013),!distinguishes!between!“Supersize”!and!“Theory!2.0”!approaches!to!online!advocacy.!!The!Supersize!model!contends!that!an!NGO!uses!the!Web!to!increase!the!size!and!reach!of!the!activism,!but!that!the!Web!has!not!significantly!altered!the!means!underlying!this!strategy.!!Theory!2.0,!however,!argues!that!the!use!of!the!Web!has!actually!changed!the!method!of!activism!(Kingston!and!Stam,!2013:!p.!77M78).!!This!distinction,!while!fruitful!for!measuring!technological!developments!and!their!effects,!neglects!the!affordances!of!community!and!rhetoric!of!civil!obligation!normalized!by!different!digital!approaches.!!Studying!the!rhetorical!dynamics!of!the!campaigns!and!the!
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affordances!can!help!elucidate!these!connections.!!My!thesis!compares!how!the!rhetorical!dynamics!of!global!community!explored!by!DeChaine!are!leveraged!in!outreach!projects!that!adopt!a!Theory!2.0!and!Supersize!approach.!While!Global&Humanitarianism!looks!at!the!rhetoric!of!NGO!campaigns!that!are!not!Internet!based,!I!aim!to!broaden!the!line!of!inquiry!DeChaine!began!by!exploring!the!emerging!role!of!digital!outreach!for!NGOs.!!I!will!argue!that!online!advocacy!campaigns,!either!Theory!2.0!or!Supersized,!should!be!evaluated!by!analyzing!the!symbols,!meanings,!and!representations!they!denote.!!Additionally,!I!will!explore!two!secondary!concepts!that!allow!us!to!understand!the!rhetorical!dynamics!of!outreach.!!Firstly,!“sentimental!education”!(Peterson,!2009)!is!a!valuable!resource!for!discussing!the!connection!between!campaign!and!viewer,!as!it!describes!how!NGOs!can!guide!users!to!emote!“properly,”!therein!“buying!in”!to!the!organization’s!cause.!!Then,!I!present!Azoulay’s!(2011)!“civil!positioning”!as!an!essential!consideration!of!institutional!forces!inherent!in!visuality,!and!therefore!a!productive!means!of!examining!tropes!present!in!advocacy!campaigns.!Civil!positioning!helpfully!demonstrates!the!power!structures!at!work!within!sentimental!education,!and!it!indicates!how!NGOs!call!upon!these!consumers!to!act!their!global!citizenship.!!I!study!the!digital!outreach!of!NGOs!through!a!case!study!of!the!International!Committee!of!the!Red!Cross!by!focusing!on!their!language,!modes!of!visualizing,!and!storytelling!world!enacted!in!digital!games!and!a!curriculum!about!International!Humanitarian!Law.!!A!multimodal!study!of!their!rhetorical!choices!made!helps!deconstruct!the!NGO!and!understand!how!it!works!within!a!greater!human!rights!paradigm.!!My!project!goes!beyond!a!consideration!of!the!online!platform!to!take!account!of!existing!scholarship!
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regarding!NGOs!and!their!international!functionality.!!NGOs!are!essentially!catering!to!usersM!attempting!to!get!someone!to!“buy!in”!to!their!perspectives!and!solutions.!!Thus,!advocacy!campaigns!must!persuade!their!viewers!to!participate!in!the!cause,!whether!it!be!by!monetary!donation,!information!spreading!and!sharing,!or!a!“boots!on!the!ground”!approachM!advocacy!campaigns!need!to!convince!participation.!!Therefore,!advocacy!campaigns!are!selling!citizenship!to!their!consumers,!encouraging!them!to!enact!their!global!citizenship!by!taking!part!in!the!cause!that!they!promote.!!As!such,!I!use!“consumer”!to!describe!how!an!NGO!affects!the!viewer!during!the!campaignM!how!the!advocacy!campaigns!educates!and!persuades!the!viewer.!!This!definition!does!not!necessarily!involve!the!exchange!of!currency,!but!it!could.!!I!use!“citizen”!to!refer!to!how!the!viewer!proceeds!to!enact!(or!not)!their!newlyMformed!knowledge!within!the!“realMworld.”!“Citizen,”!as!I!use!it,!is!a!viewer!applying!the!campaign’s!lessons!to!promote!change!for!the!cause,!and!in!doing!so,!reinforcing!the!hegemonic!institutions!that!she!exists!in.!!!Within!this!work,!I!rely!on!Gramsci’s!conception!of!the!hegemonic,!which!refers!to!the!“combination!of!force!and!consent”!where!control!appears!to!be!“based!on!the!consent!of!the!majority,!expressed!by!the!soMcalled!organs!of!public!opinionM!newspapers!and!associationM!which,!therefore,!in!certain!situations,!are!artificially!multiplied”!(Gramsci!in!Storey,!2006:!p.!85).!!The!hegemonic!opinion!is!one!that!appears!popular,!but!only!because!it!was!proliferated!by!a!dominant!class.!!Thomas!(2010)!defines!hegemony!as!“the!form!of!political!power!exercised!over!those!classes!in!close!proximity!to!the!leading!group,!while!domination!is!exerted!over!those!opposing!it”!(Thomas,!2010:!p.!163).!!Hegemony!is!the!idea!that!dominant!states!or!groups!shape!the!social!order.!McSweeney!(2014)!notes!the!complexity!of!“hegemony!as!a!concept,!which!expresses!a!dynamic!process!of!clashes!
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between!different!social!forces!operating!within!a!particular!immanent!and!historical!moment!called!capitalism”!(McSweeney,!2014:!p.!276).!!In!this!project,!therefore,!the!hegemonic!is!defined!as!Western!and!capitalist.!!The!hegemonic!is!synonymous,!for!the!purposes!of!this!project,!with!what!Ariella!Azoulay!terms!“the!regime.”!!Azoulay’s!conception!of!dominant!institutions!propels!my!argument.!!!The!study!of!NGOs!selling!global!citizenship!has!yet!to!be!discussed!in!existing!NGO!scholarship.!!As!the!following!research!overview!on!the!NGO!scholarship!will!show,!scholarship!is!bifurcated—!one!lens!analyzes!how!NGOs!utilize!technology!to!prompt!awareness,!financial!contributions,!or!handsMon!volunteer!support,!whereas!the!other!considers!the!mobilization!of!community!or!government!support.!!Both!methods!rely!on!the!resultant!outcome!of!NGO!involvement!in!a!given!situation.!!While!this!structure!is!vastly!beneficial!for!understanding!how!NGOs!operate!on!a!larger!scale,!little!research!has!been!done!regarding!the!campaign!rhetoric!and!its!relationship!to!the!audience.!!Few!studies!address!how!NGOs!mobilize!audiences’!emotional!response!to!motivate!action.!!Research!directly!linking!NGOs!and!rhetorical!studies!is!also!limited,!with!the!exception!of!DeChaine,!who!delineates!the!rhetorical!interplays!between!international!actors.!!Citing!the!recent!rise!of!globalization,!rhetorician!DeChaine!posits!his!argument!regarding!the!crafting!of!global!community.!DeChaine’s!book!applies!basic!rhetorical!principles!to!the!modern!NGO,!helpfully!illuminating!how!state!and!nonstate!actors,!citizens,!media,!and!NGOs!interact!with!one!another!on!a!global!level!through!signs,!symbols,!and!meaning!constructions.!!Unfortunately,!there!remain!some!gaps!in!the!rhetorical!studies!literature!regarding!NGOs.!!Global&Humanitarianism,!while!largely!useful,!does!not!cover!all!aspects!of!the!
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a!fresh!battlefield!of!the!FrancoMAustrian!War!and!was!sickened!at!the!excessive!amount!of!damaged!human!life!receiving!no!medical!attention.!!He!formed!a!committee!to!create!a!voluntary!relief!organization!for!wounded!soldiers!in!1863.!!!Today,!the!ICRC!is!a!private!humanitarian!organization!consisting!of!a!25Mmember!committee,!charged!with!the!keeping!of!international!humanitarian!laws!(IHL)!and!the!Geneva!Conventions.!!The!International!Federation!of!the!Red!Cross!and!Red!Crescent!Societies!(IFRC)!was!founded!in!1919,!and!works!on!an!international!level!to!respond!to!largeMscale!emergencies.!!The!IFRC!coordinates!the!movements!of!National!Red!Cross!and!Red!Crescent!Societies,!of!which!almost!every!country!has.!!National!Societies,!like!the!American!Red!Cross,!can!provide!additional!services!which!are!not!immediately!provoked!by!IHL,!like!blood!drives,!CPR!certification!courses,!and!militaryMfamily!support!services.!!In!the!case!of!the!Haiti!relief!fund,!the!American!Red!Cross!launched!the!donation!campaign,!but!their!funds!benefited!the!IFRC!as!a!whole.!!Overall,!the!Red!Cross!Red!Crescent!Movement!has!grown!out!of!Dunant’s!passion!for!compassion.!Inspired!by!IHL!and!the!Geneva!conventions,!ICRC,!IFRC,!and!National!Societies!accordingly!play!their!specific!roles!within!the!movement.!!These!distinctions!are!important!for!the!purpose!of!this!project,!as!it!is!important!not!to!conflate!IFRC!and!National!Societies’!actions!with!the!actualities!of!the!ICRC.! The!ICRC!is!considered!the!“founding!body”!of!the!International!Red!Cross!and!Red!Crescent!Movement,!and!its!neutrality!encourages!humanitarian!protection!for!all!people,!regardless!of!any!potential!discriminative.!The!organization!is!based!in!Geneva,!Switzerland,!and!operates!in!more!than!80!countries!and!employs!12,000!staff!(Torres,!2009).!!The!ICRC!is!identified!by!the!four!1949!Geneva!Conventions!as!an!impartial!
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NGOs!appear!to!be!increasing!in!number!and!volume!for!good!reason.!!While!NGOs!reflect!changing!societal!factors!such!as!the!ones!established!by!Ahmed!and!Potter,!they!also!provoke!reaction!from!state!actors!as!they!pressure!governments!to!act.!!Robert!Putnam,!in!Making&Democracy&Work,!discovered!that!regions!with!several!civic!associations!have!governments!more!responsive!to!citizen!demands!and!policymaking!issues.!!On!the!other!hand,!regions!without!these!associations!have!lessMtrustful!political!cultures!where!the!government!seems!generally!unresponsive!to!citizen!demands!(Putnam,!1993).!NGOs!were!founded!“to!meet!community!needs,!defend!or!advocate!interests,!ensure!justice,!or!promote!new!policies”!(Ahmed!and!Potter,!2006,!p.!38).!!In!a!constantly!advancing!globalized!world,!NGOs!are!leading!the!way!in!social!reformation!by!providing!a!platform!for!citizen!involvement.!!DeChaine!(2005)!argues,!“NGOs!have!transformed!the!face!of!contemporary!world!politics!and!represent!formidable!vehicles!for!social!change”!(Dechaine,!2005,!pg.!50).!!NGOs!have!indeed!become!considerably!influential,!comparable!perhaps!to!the!UN!itself!(Stanley,!1994).!!Socially!and!politically,!NGOs!function!in!diverse!ways.!!Regarding!global!politics,!NGOs!have!had!an!important!and!farMreaching!effect,!and!as!such,!have!been!previously!studied!by!diverse!scholars!in!political!communication!and!media!studies.!!This!research!falls!largely!into!two!thematic!categories:!one!which!analyzes!how!NGOs!utilize!technology!to!prompt!awareness,!financial!contributions,!or!handsMon!volunteer!support,!or!one!that!analyzes!the!effectiveness!of!an!NGO!to!mobilize!community!or!government!support.!!In!the!first!bracket,!Meg!McLagan!(2006)!analyzes!the!persuasive!images!and!videos!that!NGOs!such!as!WITNESS!use!to!have!an!international!effect,!colloquially!known!as!“going!viral.”!!McLagan!positions!video!advocacy!as!a!prime!method!by!which!NGOs!!“name!and!shame.”!
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The!namingMandMshaming!approach!functions!by!publicizing!an!organization!or!government!for!wrongdoing!(such!as!environmental!crimes!or!human!rights!abuses)!and!the!bad!press!then!discourages!the!group!from!continuing!the!shamed!behavior.!!This!method!can!occur!on!any!level,!from!local!to!international!organizations.!!NamingMandMshaming!campaigns!can!be!aided!by!video!advocacy,!which!presents!images!to!consumers!in!a!new,!innovative!way,!capturing!attention!in!a!way!which!is!useful!to!the!organization’s!cause!(McLagan,!2006,!pp.!192).!!!NGOs!utilize!many!different!media!tools!in!their!efforts,!and!the!Internet!is!an!increasingly!powerful!one.!!Similarly!to!McLagan,!Kingston!and!Stam!(2013)!perform!an!overarching!study!of!how!human!rights!NGOs!use!Websites!in!attempts!to!reach!their!volunteer!or!donation!base.!!Recounting!that!the!Web!intertwines!the!roles!of!producer!and!consumer,!Kingston!and!Stam!argue!that!NGOs!must!develop!or!reMdevelop!their!campaigns!so!that!individuals!“are!given!more!of!a!role!in!advocacy!efforts,!or!at!least!given!a!platform!to!express!their!opinions”!(2013,!pp.!86).!!Technology!and!image!production,!for!McLagan!and!Kinston!and!Stam,!are!necessary!for!NGOs!to!reach!their!consumers.!Orgad!(2013)!takes!participation!in!a!different!direction,!suggesting!that!interMorganizational!politics,!such!as!those!with!governments!or!media!outlets,!affect!how!images!are!displayed!by!NGOs.!!Orgad!notes!that!competing!motivations!are!the!forces!behind!humanitarian!communications.!!These!underlying!stakeholders!are!important!to!examine!when!considering!how!an!organization!is!motivating!viewers!to!act!on!behalf!of!their!cause.!!Each!of!these!scholars!uses!an!NGO!to!study!how!media!is!harnessed!and!manipulated.!!Their!work,!while!potentially!useful!for!NGOs,!does!not!address!the!rhetorical!dynamics!between!state!and!nonstate!actors,!NGOs,!citizens,!and!the!everMelusive!volunteer!participant.!!
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Also!relevant!to!the!first!category!of!NGO!research!is!the!study!of!how!media!are!used!to!enact!political!change.!!Beyond!merely!reaching!an!audience,!social!media!have!been!a!catalyst!for!active!change!in!political!contexts!(Joseph,!2012).!Social!media,!a!subset!of!the!Internet,!are!a!powerful!tool!that!NGOs!can!wield!for!their!cause.!!Using!this!platform,!NGOs!can!motivate!social!and!political!change!by!demonstrating!what!victims!of!human!rights!abuses!are!up!against.!!By!presenting!a!government!or!other!group!who!is!inflicting!trauma,!and!then!dishonoring!and!discrediting!their!authority!by!illuminating!human!rights!infringements,!NGOs!can!effectively!force!the!group!to!change.!!Social!media!provides!a!useful!platform!to!disseminate!this!information!quickly.!!These!“naming!and!shaming”!campaigns’!efforts!are!largely!successful,!as!governments!who!do!not!cooperate!may!face!trade!or!aid!embargos.!!Bogert!(2011)!agrees!that!“bad!publicity!can!help!spark!government!action,”!and!notes!the!international!pressure!violators!face.!!The!media!presented!in!these!campaigns!are!of!great!importance,!as!Gregory!(2006)!notes,!stating!that!an!NGO’s!produced!media!is!used!“primarily!as!a!tool!for!generating!media!coverage!and!for!garnering!direct!donor!and!activist!support”!(Gregory,!2006:!p.197).!!Media!and!media!coverage!are!both!vital!tools,!as!they!have!the!power!to!persuade!their!audience!to!support!them!physically,!politically,!or!financially.!! The!NGO!offers!the!functionality!of!an!intergovernmental!organization,!backed!by!the!social!power!of!its!volunteer!and!donation!base.!!The!effect!of!an!NGO’s!work!is!another!bracket!of!NGO!research.!!This!is!measured!in!many!ways,!including:!!the!overMarching!effect!that!an!NGO!has!on!its!surrounding!society,!the!group!it!is!working!to!assist,!the!government!it!attempts!to!elucidate,!or!on!the!international!community!as!a!whole.!!An!NGO’s!political!function!is!often!used!to!determine!its!usefulness.!!DeMars!(2005)!studies!
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the!structure!of!NGOs!in!a!transnational!context!and!the!relations!it!produces!crossMculturally.!!He!speaks!to!how!NGOs!often!construct!their!missions!in!a!utopian!senseM!or!one!that!assumes!goodness!and!greatness,!noting!that!scholars!must!take!careful!note!of!the!politics!inherent!in!these!visions.!His!work!is!structuralist,!attempting!to!dissect!the!varied!ways!NGOs!operate!in!world!politics.!!Ahmed!and!Potter!(2006)!also!discuss!these!aspects!of!NGOs!as!they!examine!how!NGOs!interplay!with!international!politics,!states,!human!rights,!and!global!environmental!actions.!!Theoretically!based,!Ahmed!and!Potter!present!a!study!of!NGOs!in!context!of!their!fellow!global!players.!!Lewis!and!Kanji!(2009)!provide!a!wider!overview!of!an!NGO,!touching!on!history,!theory,!and!current!debates!alike.!!Like!DeMars,!Lewis!and!Kanji!also!focus!on!the!structure!of!an!NGO,!yet!they!focus!primarily!on!development.!!NGOs&as&Advocates&for&Development&in&a&Globalising&World,!edited!by!Rugendyke!(2007),!is!an!edited!volume!featuring!several!chapters!from!separate!scholars.!!Most!chapters!focus!on!particular!NGOs!to!discuss!how!the!organization!combats!their!“otherM“!the!government,!corporation,!or!environmental!disaster!that!they!aim!to!alleviate.!!This!work!is!particularly!focused!on!outcome!or!change!produced!directly!because!of!an!NGO’s!involvement.!!As!demonstrated!by!Rugendyke,!DeMars,!and!Ahmed!and!Potter,!globalization!has!put!NGOs!and!government!or!state!actors!into!conversation!with!one!another.!!Rhetorically,!the!tools!NGOs!possess!are!more!than!physical!or!fiscal!means,!but!the!social!platforms!they!leverage.!Herein!DeChaine!enters!the!conversation,!as!he!argues!that!globalization!forged!a!shift!in!relationships!between!nationMstates!and!civil!societies,!creating!a!gap!into!which!NGOs!enter.!!Recent!developments!in!technology!have!enabled!NGOs!to!advance!their!causes!in!an!interactive!space,!allowing!participation!and!interaction!among!state,!
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nonMstate,!and!citizen!actors.!Understanding!the!international!connectedness!that!technology!and!globalization!have!forged,!DeChaine!argues!that!the!subsequent!rhetorical!culture!of!a!global!community!is!a!discursive!formation!that!NGOs!must!navigate!(DeChaine,!2005,!p.19).!!Relying!on!McGee’s!notion!of!the!ideograph,!DeChaine!argues!that!<brotherhood>,!<democracy>,!and!<human!rights>!are!just!some!of!the!ideographs!which!NGOs!must!develop!their!approaches!to!counter!and!shape!public!opinion.!!An!ideograph!is!“a!culturally!biased!abstract!word!or!phrase,!drawn!from!ordinary!language,!which!serves!as!a!constitutional!value!for!a!historically!situated!collectivity![…]!Ideographs!represent!in!condensed!form!the!normative,!collective!commitments!of!the!members!of!a!public”!(Condit!and!Lucaites,!1993,!pg.!xii).!!DeChaine’s!argument!harnesses!the!ideograph!“to!identify!the!symbolic!resources!used!to!‘conjure’!a!global!humanitarian!community!into!existence!as!a!collective!or!‘people’!united!in!the!furthering!of!humanitarian!goals”!(DeChaine,!2005,!20).!!This!global!humanitarian!community!exists!within!discourses!of!state!sovereignty,!nationalism,!and!economic!globalization,!which!DeChaine!argues!pose!a!problem!to!NGOs.!Because!these!discourses!are!familiar,!NGOs!must!use!or!manipulate!the!values!they!pose!to!reach!their!desired!audience.!!These!discourses!operate!as!rhetorical!tools!for!the!NGO.!!DeChaine!analyzes!Medecins!Sans!Frontieres!(Doctors!Without!Borders,!MSF)!and!the!International!Campaign!to!Ban!Landmines!(ICBL)!to!show!how!NGOs!mobilize!discursive!practices!to!give!them!legitimacy!through!ethos!building!and!to!mobilize!volunteers,!state!agents,!and!international!actors!to!create!change.!!DeChaine!commends!ICBL,!in!particular,!for!their!savvy!use!of!technology,!which!has!“aided!humanitarian!NGOs!in!mobilizing!their!constituencies,!disseminat[ed]!information,!and!connect[ed]!with!state!
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In!this!way,!Development!Communication!perspectives!are!important!to!keep!in!mind!for!this!project.!!!Quebral’s!most!recently!revised!definition!of!Development!Communication!is!widely!accepted:!“The!art!and!science!of!human!communication!linked!to!a!society’s!planned!transformation,!from!a!state!of!poverty!to!one!of!dynamic!socioMeconomic!growth,!that!makes!for!greater!equity!and!the!larger!unfolding!of!individual!potential”!(Quebral:!2002,!p.!16).!!This!definition,!according!to!Manyozo!(2012),!suggests!three!important!characteristics!of!Developmental!Communication.!!The!first!is!that!“human!beings!and!media!technologies!are!just!instruments!for!advancing!this!communication!agenda”!(Manyozo:!2012,!p.9).!!!Additionally,!the!definition!presents!that!participation!from!all!stakeholders!should!be!encouraged,!as!all!voices!and!interests!need!be!heard!and!incorporated!into!the!design!and!implementation!of!development!policy.!!Finally,!Quebral’s!definition!emphasizes!the!necessity!of!clear!methodology!and!theory!to!strengthen!external!validity.!!!This!particular!point!emphasizes!my!distinction!between!Supersize!and!Theory!2.0,!as!I!am!working!to!clarify!the!methodology!of!studying!online!outreach!methods.!The!study!of!Development!Communication!illuminates!how!communication!and!media!are!employed!“to!influence!and!transform!the!political!economy!of!development!in!ways!that!allow!individuals,!communities!and!societies!to!determine!the!direction!and!benefit!of!development!interventions!(Manyozo:!2012,!p.9).!!This!motivation!necessitates!conversation!regarding!the!dominance!of!epistemologies!that!are!taken!from!Western!frameworks!and!placed!upon!nonMWestern!receivers.!!Manyozo!notes,!“indigenous!knowledge!is!homogenised!and!oftentimes!orientalised”!(Manyozo:!2012,!p.95).!!!Furthermore,!conversations!about!indigenous!knowledge!“refer!to!very!traditional,!rural,!
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uncivilised!and!underdeveloped!societies!and!communities”!(Manyozo:!2012,!p.96).!!Manyozo!claims!that!there!is!a!tendency!for!many!modern!NGOs!and!NPOs!to!swoop!into!an!underdeveloped!country!with!disregard!for!their!cultural!norms,!and!implicate!a!Westernized!framework!upon!them!in!the!name!of!change.!!Manyozo!laments!that!many!conversations!about!Development!Communication!rely!on!essentialized!notions!of!an!“other.”!!Many!academics!are!working!to!illuminate!the!problems!within!this;!Manyozo!(2012),!Finnegan!(1970),!Pottier!(2003),!and!others.!!!Overall,!the!field!has!a!generalized!focus!on!how!the!Western!World!understands!and!communicates!with!its!“third!world”!counterparts!from!a!nonMprofit,!nonMgovernment!organizational!perspective.!!Development!communication!can!provide!many!helpful!resources!for!understanding!how!technologies!are!used!for!outreach!and!advocacy!efforts!in!an!unfamiliar!culture.!!However,!as!the!Red!Cross/Red!Crescent!movement!is!individually!hosted!by!most!countries,!an!application!of!Development!Communication!would!be!difficult!to!place.!!Each!Red!Cross/Red!Crescent!society!must!adhere!to!the!Geneva!Conventions!and!other!regulations!placed!upon!them!by!the!ICRC;!however,!the!mode!of!adherence!and!application!of!ideas!is!individualized!to!that!country’s!particularities.!!Few!of!the!ICRC!projects!would!be!subject!to!the!criticisms!above,!as!the!local!branch!of!the!organization!is!almost!always!hosted!from!within,!and!thus,!is!contextualized!for!that!particular!sociocultural!group.!!An!example!that!will!be!discussed!in!greater!detail!in!the!following!chapter!is!that!of!Clara!Barton,!who!brought!the!Red!Cross!to!America!after!seeing!its!humanizing!health!initiatives!in!Europe.!!Since!America!was!not!involved!in!a!war!at!this!time,!Barton!developed!the!American!Red!Cross!to!other!objectives,!such!as!natural!disaster!response.!!In!sum,!Development!Communication!is!
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NGO’s!ability!to!leverage!“affordances,”!or!“‘the!actions!and!uses!that!a!technology!makes!qualitatively!easier!or!possible!when!compared!to!prior!like!technologies’”!(Kingston!and!Stam,!2013:!p.!78).!!Specifically,!Kingston!and!Stam!distinguish!the!“Supersize!model!“from!the!!“Theory!2.0!model”!of!online!advocacy.!!NGOs!who!adopt!the!Supersize!model!use!the!Web!to!increase!the!size!and!reach!of!the!activism;!however,!the!use!of!the!Web!does!not!significantly!alter!the!means!underlying!this!strategy.!!The!Supersize!model!leverages!affordances!of!speed!and!reach!for!NGOs.!!Theory!2.0,!however,!leverages!these!same!affordances,!but!also!takes!advantage!of!the!greater!implications!of!the!Internet!to!make!otherwise!impossible!connections!between!user!and!interface.!!Theory!2.0!argues!that!the!use!of!the!Web!has!actually!changed!the!method!of!activism!(Kingston!and!Stam,!2013:!p.!77M78).!!!Kingston!and!Stam!find!that!many!organizations!use!the!Internet!simply!to!expand!their!existing!programs,!supersizing!their!audience!or!their!content,!but!not!altering!their!overall!outreach!model.!!Indeed,!their!analysis!seems!restrictive!as!it!limits!online!campaigns!to!either!one!or!the!other.!!Within!this!project,!I!attempt!to!identify!how!the!International!Committee!of!the!Red!Cross!uses!both!the!Supersize!and!Theory!2.0!methods!within!their!online!advocacy!approach.!!The!ICRC!is!a!highly!respected!NGO,!which!has!been!conducting!humanitarian!and!human!rights!work!long!before!the!Internet!became!a!daily!part!of!our!lives.!!The!Web!has!provided!the!ICRC!with!a!new,!inventive!platform!for!completing!the!mission!they!shouldered!over!150!years!ago,!and!they!are!accordingly!adjusting.!!!! This!project!will!classify!the!ICRC’s!online!advocacy!methods!as!either!Supersized!or!Theory!2.0,!accounting!for!both!the!affordances!and!rhetorical!dynamics!of!the!approach.!!!
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Methods!that!are!“extensions!of!earlier!campaigns!that!relied!on!different!methods!of!information!exchange,!but!maintain!the!same!overall!message!and!goals”!will!be!labeled!as!Supersize!(Kingston!and!Stam,!2013:!p.!79).!!On!the!other!hand,!methods!that!use!“technology!to!conduct!campaigns!without!the!preMtechnology!constraints!of!rigidity,!delays,!resources,!and!scale,”!will!be!labeled!Theory!2.0!(Kingston!and!Stam,!2013:!p.!82M83).!!!Much!of!human!rights!advocacy!assumes!the!centrality!of!visuality!to!potential!advocacy!efforts,!and!my!project!seeks!to!explore!this!connection.!!Mediated!images!are!accompanied!by!a!prerequisite!civic!response,!as!images!inherently!call!for!a!response!from!their!viewer.!!The!response!will!be!given!in!accordance!with!the!institutional!expectations!of!the!society!in!which!the!viewer!exists.!!Therefore,!visuality!is!key!to!advocacy,!as!it!allows!the!viewer!the!opportunity!to!reaffirm!their!hegemonic!identity.!!Understandably,!the!Internet,!as!a!visual!medium,!is!heavily!relied!upon!by!NGOs!for!their!advocacy!efforts.!!!A!common!Supersize!approach!is!to!make!outreach!material!available!for!download.!These!materials!help!reinforce!the!film!or!book’s!message,!while!also!extending!the!cause!of!the!organization!which!creates!them.!!The!content!of!these!materials!often!asks!students!to!reflect!on!their!citizenship!and!act!accordingly.!!For!example,!Jennifer!Peterson!(2009)!studies!how!TV!movies!The&Laramie&Project!and!Two&Towns&of&Jasper,!which!tell!the!story!of!two!hate!crimes,!were!distributed!for!classroom!use!as!educational!texts,!complete!with!KM12!teaching!guides!and!lesson!plans.!!Peterson!found!that!the!materials!accompanying!the!films!“position!their!lessons!on!citizenship!as!empowering!and!as!cultivating!active,!liberalMdemocratic!citizenship”!(Peterson,!2009:!256).!!The!lesson!plans!ask!students!to!reflect!after!viewing!the!film,!with!questions!that!force!them!to!identify!and!emulate!with!characters!in!the!films.!!The!questions!and!their!presumed!responses!form!binaries,!such!as!
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who!is!“tolerant”!and!who!is!“intolerant”!(Peterson,!2009:!257).!!!Peterson!argues!that!these!materials!exemplify!how!sentimental!education!is!equaled!to!civic!education,!or!how!evoking!emotive!response!to!the!“bad”!is!equated!with!teaching!kids!to!be!“good.”!!These!materials!“promise!to!transform!students,!to!work!on!their!political!subjectivity!and!build!good!(active)!citizens”!(Peterson,!2009:!257).!!As!Peterson!suggests,!this!sort!of!education!of!how!to!feel,!and!when!to!feel!that!way,!these!“proper!emotions,”!are!essential!to!civic!education,!as!they!feed!hierarchical!power.!!“Compassion,”!as!an!emotion,!“works!to!shore!up!relations!of!hierarchical!power,!between!the!bestower!of!compassion!and!the!recipient,!who!must!meet!cultural!designations!of!worthy!suffering”!(Peterson,!259).!I!explore!how!the!ICRC!employs!what!Peterson!describes!as!sentimental!education!and!the!evocation!of!compassion!to!“sell”!a!cause!or!a!product!to!their!audience.!!NGOs!do!this!through!“civil!positioning,”!or!by!evoking!hegemonic!discourses!of!duty!or!compassion,!which!encourage!consumers!to!act,!therein!enacting!their!global!citizenship.!!To!exemplify!this,!I!use!Ariella!Azoulay’s!notion!of!the!“civic!imagination”!to!discuss!how!citizenship!is!enacted!within!visuality.!!Since!images!are!understood!in!context!with!the!viewer’s!cultural!vantage!point,!one!must!consider!the!influence!of!the!institution!on!the!viewer,!as!it!will!affect!her!sight.!(Mitchell,!1987).!!Azoulay!presents!that!citizenship!is!enacted!through!seeing!by!discussing!photographs!of!Israel!and!Pakistan.!!I!extend!her!notions!surrounding!the!photographic!to!the!visuality!of!the!Internet!and!its!affordances.!!!Ariella!Azoulay,!in!Civil&Imagination,!argues!that!photography!is!a!way!for!viewers!to!reify!their!civil!identities.!Photographs!are!performances!of!social!relationships,!and!the!viewer!responds!morally!to!the!sight.!!Azoulay!contributes!the!notion!of!“civil!positioning”!to!discuss!how!viewers!redefine!or!redesign!their!relation!to!objects!in!photographs!
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through!civil!acts.!!Civil!positioning!is!used!to!describe!how!a!viewer!understands!and!reacts!to!an!image!seen!before!herM!how!she!is!positioned!to!view!the!subject.!!Azoulay’s!theory!is!a!product!of!what!she!calls!the!civic!imagination,!which!seeks!to!reimagine!the!way!we!think!about!photography!and!images!through!our!own!political!standpoint.!!Denoting!how!images!reinforce,!and!perhaps,!desist,!the!subjugation!of!beings!by!civilization!and!its!inherent!regimes,!Azoulay!proffers!the!“civil!gaze,”!which!“seeks!to!encompass!a!citizenry,!a!plurality!of!humans!who!are!partners!in!concrete!communities”!(Azoulay,!2011:!p.!73).!!The!civil!gaze!helps!reimagine!how!beings!engage!with!photographs!from!their!respective!political!dispositions.!!Azoulay!notes!that!the!civil!gaze!is!a!way!of!looking!which!preferences!hegemonic!duty!to!society,!and!subsequently,!encourages!viewers!to!identify!with!the!object!shown!in!a!way!that!extends!the!political!space!between!the!object!and!the!viewer.!!Azoulay!contributes!that!photographs!are!products!of!the!public!space,!and!therein!are!representations!of!their!commitment!to!the!sovereign.!!For!Azoulay,!“the!practical!and!civil!gaze![insist]!that!the!photograph!is!the!source!of!heterogeneous!knowledge!that!may!enable!us!to!reconstruct!the!lineaments!of!the!regime!as!it!exists!in!practice”!(Azoulay,!2011:!p.!117).!!Azoulay’s!work!demonstrates!how!the!photograph!and!the!viewer!exist!within!larger!frameworksM!they!are!connected!beyond!the!moment!of!sight.!!For!NGOs,!this!means!that!they!must!take!these!larger!frameworks!into!account!when!targeting!consumers!for!support.!!!Azoulay!argues!that!all!viewers,!regardless!of!conscientiousness,!are!active!participants!in!their!regimes,!and!NGOs!must!speak!the!language!of!the!regime!if!they!want!to!be!heard!and!understood!by!its!inhabitants,!their!consumers.!!Robert!Asen!has!similarly!argued!that!citizenship!is!not!an!attribute,!but!an!action.!Citizenship!is!“acted!through!




















being.! & M Henry!Dunant;!A&Memory&of&Solferino!1862!!Recognizing!that!battlefield!deaths!were!often!the!result!of!infection,!thirst,!or!hunger,!Dunant!shifted!his!focus!from!his!business!exploits!to!creating!a!charitable!organization!that!could!fill!this!unaddressed!need.!!What!began!as!a!small!fiveMperson!committee!grew!to!become!the!Red!Cross!Red!Crescent!Movement.!!His!book,!Memory&of&Solferino,!garnered!
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support!for!the!organization!through!his!graphic!descriptions!of!the!Battle!of!Solferino.!!The!majority!of!the!work!is!nauseating!description!of!the!sensory!experience!of!that!battlefield,!overlaid!with!Dunant’s!remembered!emotional!reaction.!!For!his!efforts,!Dunant!was!awarded!the!first!Nobel!Peace!Prize!in!1901.!! The!Red!Cross!Red!Crescent!Movement!has!developed!into!an!internationally!recognized!and!venerated!NGO.!!How,!though,!was!Dunant!able!to!mobilize!the!masses!to!his!cause?!This!is!the!question!I!seek!to!address!in!this!this!chapter!by!contextualizing!the!ICRC’s!approach!to!mediated!advocacy!since!its!conception!in!1863.!!This!chapter!focuses!on!the!ARC’s!efforts!to!raise!awareness!about!the!Red!Cross!movement,!gain!international!recognition,!and!provide!both!peacetime!and!wartime!support!for!the!country.!!I!trace!the!ARC’!advertising!campaigns!during!World!Wars!I!and!II.!!I!argue!that!the!ARC!used!!“the!pornography!of!pain”!and!sentimental!education!to!raise!funds!for!foreign!conflicts,!and!worked!to!inspire!audiences’!civil!imaginations!for!sympathy!with!American!soldiers.!!I!discuss!graphic!narrative!evidence!as!a!fundraising!technique!at!the!turn!of!the!20th!century.!!Then,!I!use!WWI!posters!to!discuss!the!Red!Cross’!appeal!to!the!global!citizen,!as!they!ask!Americans!to!help!those!less!fortunate!than!themselves.!!Finally,!I!compare!these!texts!to!posters!from!WWII!to!study!how!the!rhetoric!shifted!to!ask!persons!to!fulfill!their!civic!duty!and!serve!their!own!country.!!!While!not!a!comprehensive!history,!this!chapter!will!provide!a!thorough!contextual!framework!for!understanding!how!the!Red!Cross’!marketing!campaigns!have!shifted,!therein!offering!a!solid!foundation!for!the!upcoming!chapters.!!!!
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2.2&Transnational&Network&Creation&&! Robert!DeChaine’s!2005!Global&Humanitarianism!discusses!the!creation!of!a!global!community!through!the!use!of!signs,!symbols,!and!meaning!constructions.!!His!analysis!relies!on!the!ability!to!communicate!globally,!which!is!predicated!on!the!technologies!that!grant!this!possibility.!!The!Red!Cross!Red!Crescent!Movement!commenced!during!a!time!of!global!transformation,!when!these!communication!technologies!were!just!being!developed.!!The!American!Red!Cross!was!born!into!this!time!of!changing!global!relationships.!!Its!marketing!campaigns!reflected!a!shift!in!international!attitudes!regarding!NGOs!and!foreign!relations.!The!globalism!discussed!in!the!introduction!was!made!possible!by!technological!advances!that!increased!the!ease!and!frequency!of!communication!with!countries!and!people!geographically!distant.!!The!nineteenth!century!was!a!time!of!transnational!networking!and!community!building:!when!globalism!was!recognized.!!Additionally,!the!developments!of!the!nineteenth!century!created!a!space!and!a!language!for!the!ARC!to!reach!their!audience.!!!Jürgen!Osterhammel’s!The&Transformation&of&the&World!addresses!how!the!nineteenth!century!produced!universal!norms!and!conceptions!of!globalism.!!There!was!a!growing!international!peace!movement!that!offered!itself!a!“counterweight!to!pernicious!tendencies!of!the!age”!(Osterhammel,!2014:!p.!506).!!As!socialist!and!anarchist!revolutions!took!place!across!the!world,!the!pacifist!movement!arose.!!This!international!peace!movement,!which!was!primarily!active!in!1880M1914,!was!well!known,!though!it!lacked!such!a!strong!following.!!Osterhammel!notes,!“at!the!height!of!its!significance,!this!international!peace!movement!was!sustained!by!approximately!three!thousand!people”!(Osterhammel,!2014:!p.!509).!!The!pacifists!did!not!achieve!an!end!to!war,!but!they!had!a!
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significant!effect!on!the!international!community!nonetheless.!!“They!had!no!great!hopes!in!a!reign!of!universal!peace,!but!they!realistically!contented!themselves!with!proposals!for!basic!mechanisms!of!consultation”!(Osterhammel,!2014:!p.!509).!!The!pacifists!created!space!for!a!conversation!regarding!standardization.!!!! Indeed,!governments!in!the!second!half!of!the!19th!century!began!to!consider!international!relationships!beyond!military!power!games,!deliberating!on!“the!mechanics!of!internationalism.”!International!law!transitioned!from!“coexistence!law!to!cooperation!law”!as!countries!began!to!see!one!another!as!extended!allies,!enhancing!relationships!for!and!beyond!military!and!trade!purposes!(Osterhammel,!2014:!p.!510).!!Additionally,!at!this!time,!the!world!was!expanding!quickly!due!to!emerging!technological!developments.!!Unification!of!world!time!with!the!assignment!of!time!zones,!an!international!mail!system,!unified!weights!and!measurements,!and!the!telegraph!created!an!interconnected!world.!!Osterhammel!argues!that!these!developments,!combined!with!binding!treaties!between!nations!and!international!conferences!among!experts,!resulted!in!“a!historically!unparalleled!norm!setting!in!countless!areas!of!technology,!communications,!and!crossMborder!trade”!(Osterhammel,!2014:!p.!510).!!!Furthermore,!he!states!that!the!people!of!the!nineteenth!century,!seeing!the!need!for!these!standardizations,!were!the!first!to!take!steps!to!bring!them!about.!!These!were!the!pacesetters!for!creating!a!globalized!world.!!!! The!creation!of!this!international!framework,!combined!with!easing!migration!limits!and!trade!restrictions,!cultivated!a!burgeoning!global!political!order.!!Osterhammel!is!careful!to!note!that!this!order!had!not!yet!come!into!place!by!the!end!of!the!nineteenth!century!but!the!groundwork!for!it!had!been!laid.!!It!was!into!this!newly!developing!international!realm!that!Henry!Dunant!and!the!Red!Cross!entered.!!International!
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nongovernmental!organizations!were!“few!and!far!between!until!about!1890,!subsequently!multiplied!to!reach!a!peak!in!1910!(not!exceeded!until!1945)”!(Osterhammel,!2014:!p.!505).!!The!nongovernmental!organizations!saw!a!need!for!a!global!standard!of!health!and!livelihood,!and!entered!the!scene.!!Osterhammel!hails!the!Red!Cross,!claiming,!“Henri!Dunant’s!Red!Cross!was!the!most!successful!of!these!organizations,”!and!calling!it!“a!broad!and!highly!diversified!organization”!(Osterhammel,!2014:!p.!505).!!The!Red!Cross!and!other!nongovernmental!organizations!of!the!time!helped!institute!global!standards.!!“Regulation!made!strides!in!the!preMpolitical!sphere,!emanative!from!private,!or!sometimes!technicalMadministrative,!initiatives!aimed!at!international!unity,!solidarity,!and!harmony”!(Osterhammel,!2014:!p.!513).!!In!other!words,!the!introduction!of!the!nongovernment!organization!and!conceptions!of!global!community!were!vital!precursors!to!the!governmental!structures!of!the!centuries!to!come.!! The!ARC!is!exemplary!of!this!transition!to!globalized!standardization.!!In!the!late!19th!century,!the!organization!demonstrated!this!international!outlook!through!the!programs!it!implemented.!!Founder!Clara!Barton’s!name!may!be!more!familiar!than!Dunant’s,!as!her!story!is!taught!in!many!elementary!history!classes!throughout!the!country.!!While!volunteering!during!the!FrancoMPrussian!War!of!1870,!Barton!saw!the!Red!Cross!movement!in!action.!!Impressed!by!its!organization!and!the!good!work!it!was!doing!overseas,!she!decided!to!bring!its!concept!home!to!America.!!The!ARC!was!officially!formed!in!1881!after!receiving!support!from!President!Rutherford!B.!Hayes.!!At!this!time,!America!was!not!involved!in!a!war,!so!Barton!convinced!the!President!the!organization!was!nonetheless!necessary!by!noting!its!emergency!response!capacities!for!disasters!like!earthquakes!and!hurricanes.!!These!faculties!remain!in!place!today.!!Indeed,!over!the!last!
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before.!During!the!First!World!War,!many!Americans!believed!their!country!to!be!a!great!world!power.!!By!offering!humanitarian!assistance!and!aid,!the!country!would!be!living!up!to!these!assumed!expectations!and!fulfilling!the!role!of!a!world!power.!!!President!Taft!was!a!leader!in!this!early!humanitarian!movement,!as!he!designated!the!ARC!with!the!title!of!“official!relief!agency”!for!the!U.S.!in!1900!(Irwin,!2013:!loc.!674).!!During!this!time,!the!ARC!provided!humanitarian!assistance!in!Italy,!China,!and!Nicaragua,!among!others.!!For!the!U.S.!government,!this!was!invaluable!effort.!!!Irwin!argues!that!the!American!government!saw!an!opportunity!to!reinforce!the!country’s!values:!“Foreign!aid!and!assistance,!Taft!and!his!cabinet!realized,!could!do!much!to!bolster!their!vision!of!U.S.!internationalism!and!to!advance!the!global!peace!and!stability!they!coveted”!(Irwin,!2013:!loc.!930).!!American!politicians!and!citizens!saw!international!aid!as!a!crucial!element!of!U.S.!global!relations.!!Not!only!was!the!ARC!improving!the!country’s!reputation,!but!it!was!budgetMfriendly!for!the!government,!as!well:!“By!relying!on!a!privately!administered!organization!to!carry!out!overseas!assistance!on!its!behalf,!the!Taft!administration!accrued!the!benefits!of!assistance!without!making!official!commitments”!(Irwin,!2013:!loc.!924).!!If!natural!disasters!arose,!Presidents!would!make!a!national!appeal!to!American!citizens!to!donate!to!the!ARC.!!Thus,!it!was!a!mutually!beneficial!relationship.!!The!ARC!was!serving!the!country’s!need!for!international!recognition!and!their!official!status!provided!the!organization!with!the!legitimacy!and!funding!necessary!to!carry!out!their!privatized!mission!work.!!!Furthermore,!support!of!the!ARC!reflected!the!popular!opinion!that!Americans!were!strong!candidates!for!making!world!change.!!Irwin!states!that!American!humanitarians!“possessed!both!the!responsibility!and!unique!capability!to!make!the!world!a!better,!more!
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ARC!magazine’s!written!narratives!use!sentimental!education!to!guide!their!reader’s!response.!!A!concept!introduced!by!Peterson!(2009),!sentimental!education!is!the!instruction!of!proper!emotional!response!to!materials.!!Peterson!found!materials,!such!as!discussion!questions,!that!accompany!emotionally!charged!films!could!direct!the!viewer’s!response!to!the!film!itself.!!The!materials!ask!the!viewer!to!identify!and!emulate!with!characters!shown.!!Peterson!argues!that!evoking!an!emotive!response!to!“bad”!events!and!characters!is,!in!fact,!teaching!how!to!be!“good.”!!Similarly,!responding!to!a!narrative!or!image!with!repulsion!is!equated!with!being!a!“good”!person.!!Similarly,!Meg!McLagan!(2003)!discusses!how!documentary!films!create!a!connection!with!their!audience.!!She!uses!the!term!“political!mimesis”!“to!describe!the!process!whereby!a!sensuous!link!is!formed!between!bodies!represented!on!screen!and!bodies!of!the!audience”!(McLagan,!2003:!pp.!608).!!!The!process!of!watching!a!film!can!create!a!link!between!the!viewer!and!the!character!shown.!!She!argues!that!what!we!see!creates!an!involuntary!mimicry!of!emotion!or!sensation!of!the!body!on!screen.!“For!example,!‘horror!films!make!us!scream,!melodrama!makes!us!cry,!and!porn!films!make!us!come’”!(McLagan,!2003:!p.!608).!!Her!analysis,!though!focused!on!a!21st!century!text,!can!be!applied!to!the!narratives!written!in!the!ARC!magazine.!!Like!film,!there!are!horror!stories,!romantic!novels,!and!harlequin!paperbacks!that!can!create!political!mimesis.!!!In!this!chapter,!Peterson!and!McLagan’s!conclusions!are!extrapolated!and!applied!to!the!ARC!magazine.!!My!analysis!will!demonstrate!how!the!ARC!magazine!used!sentimental!education!in!guiding!responses!to!grotesque!descriptions!of!bodies!or!suffering.!!These!renditions!create!political!mimesis!between!the!readers!and!the!
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characters.!!Reading!these!narratives!requires!the!response;!“this!is!disgusting;”!implying!that!it!is!correct!and!noble!to!be!disgusted.!!I!apply!sentimental!education!and!political!mimesis!to!the!written!word,!as!I!study!the!nationally!distributed!magazine!of!the!ARC.!The&Red&Cross&Magazine!was!a!primary!method!of!garnering!donations!which!registered!volunteers!received!free.!!The!magazine!had!rather!graphic!and!gory!accounts!of!the!Red!Cross’!efforts.!!From!1914!to!1918,!in!preparation!for!the!Great!War,!the!ARC!magazine!directors!implemented!measures!to!increase!their!readership.!!They!“enlarged!both!its!page!counts!and!its!page!sizes!several!times,”!as!well!as!including!“progressively!more!images,!as!well!as!color!illustrations!beginning!in!September!1917”!(Irwin,!2013:!loc.!1899).!!The!ARC!magazine!was!the!organization’s!primary!method!for!promoting!involvement!in!international!affairs!and!the!subsequent!support!of!the!ARC.!!The!Red&Cross&Magazine!was!an!opportunity!for!wartime!leaders!to!spark!a!“unique!and!vital!movement!of!international!humanitarianism”!by!making!the!magazine!a!“informative!and!inspirational!journal!capable!of!uniting!the!American!reading!public!in!support!of!civilian!aid”!!(Irwin,!2013:!loc.!1923).!!To!do!this,!the!magazine!relied!on!exotic!images!and!narratives!to!attract!subscribers.!!By!1918,!the!ARC!magazine!had!millions!of!subscribers!(Irwin,!2013:!loc.!1934).!!!Kevin!Rozario!(2003)!argues!that!these!millions!of!readers!received!the!magazine!not!only!to!make!a!socially!conscious!contribution!but!also!for!the!guilty!enjoyment!of!its!grotesque!stories.!!His!work!provides!key!points!for!my!analysis!with!his!study!of!the!ARC!magazine,!as!he!puts!conceptions!of!pain,!cruelty,!and!humanity!directly!in!conversation!with!one!another.!!A!history!scholar,!Rozario!gives!a!chronological!account!of!this!phenomenon.!!He!begins!by!analyzing!popular!films!and!pulp!fictions!that!showed!
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since!the!author!is!the!ARC.!!Therein,!the!proper!response!to!the!narrative!is!that!of!a!humanitarian!worker:!to!provide!aid!and!alleviate!suffering.!!This!clearly!aligns!with!McLagan’s!argument!that!characters!and!stories!have!the!ability!to!create!an!emotional!bond!with!the!audience.!!The!ability!of!“horror!films!to!make!us!scream,”!and!of!“porn!films!to!make!us!come,”!links!well!with!Halttunen’s!(1995)!argument!that!reading!about!another’s!suffering!in!graphic!detail!is!a!form!of!pornography.!!According!to!Hattunen,!getting!sexual!pleasure!from!pain!is!commonly!deemed!shameful,!though!it!has!an!ancient!lineage.!!She!argues!that!in!using!graphic!descriptions!of!pain,!pieces!of!popular!culture!like!the!ARC!magazine!are!effectively!shaming!their!consumers!into!donations.!!Halttunen’s!work!reinforces!the!political!mimesis!of!McLagan!and!the!guilt!discussed!by!Rozario.!!She!discusses!humanitarianism!and!pain!in!AngloMAmerican!Culture!in!reference!to!the!abolition!movement.!!Attributing!the!abolition!of!pain!to!“the!eighteenthMcentury!cult!of!sensibility,”!Halttunen!argues!that!pain!became!“barbaric,”!and!“savage,”!and!therefore!undesirable!to!the!bourgeois!classes.!!She!writes!at!length!about!the!visual!culture!that!accompanied!reformist!literature,!as!the!viewer!sees!the!sufferings!of!the!other!and!then!use!her!imagination!to!enter!herself!into!those!sufferings!(Halttunen,!1995:!p.!307).!!Additional!to!the!images,!she!notes!that!sympathetic!literature!was!commonly!used!to!allow!people!to!“feel”!for!another.!While!some!have!understood!sympathetic!literature!to!bond!rich!and!poor,!Halttunen!argues!that!the!abolition!literature!“actually!rested!on!social!distance,”!and!at!a!distance,!these!scenes!can!actually!be!“delightful”!(Halttunen,!1995:!p.!309).!!Indeed,!she!continues!by!noting!that!the!“delight”!felt!by!many!was!sexual!arousal,!as!the!infliction!of!pain!is!often!cited!as!pleasurable.!Before!
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labeling!it!“savage”!and!“barbaric,”!consensual!infliction!of!pain!was!a!relatively!common,!though!still!private,!part!of!many!couples’!bedroom!lives.!!! Many!reformists!condemned!flagellation,!yet!they!littered!tracts!and!newsletters!with!lithograph!pictures!denoting!just!that.!As!Halttunen!notes,!“the!pornography!of!pain!was!highly!voyeuristic!in!nature,!dependent!not!only!on!the!implied!spectatorship!of!the!reader/viewer!but!also!on!the!express!spectatorship!of!internal!witnesses!to!the!sexual!infliction!of!pain”!(Halttunen,!1995:!p.!317).!The!pornography!of!pain!was!defined!by!its!taboo!nature.!Like!Foucault’s!famed!description!of!breaking!on!the!wheel!and!other!forms!of!torture!in!Discipline&and&Punish,!Halttunen!notes!the!“spectacle!of!suffering”!swiftly!replaced!by!the!“humane”!penitentiary!system.!It!was!argued!by!some!reformers!that!“spectators!are!thus!trained!to!contemplate!misery!without!emotion!or!sympathy,”!and!that!upon!several!sights!of!torture!and!execution,!“the!hearts!of!the!people!were!made!callous”!(Halttunen,!1995:!p.!323).!This!gave!way!to!a!“positive!taste!for!cruelty,”!which!is!used!to!understand!why!reform!literature!eroticized!pain,!making!it!illicit!and!condemnable.!According!to!cultural!norms!at!the!time,!this!pain!should!have!“the!power!to!evoke!revulsion!and!disgust”!in!audiences!(Halttunen,!1995:!p.!325).!Herein,!we!understand!that!abolitionists!were!faced!with!a!moral!dilemma,!to!show,!or!not!to!show?!According!to!Halttunen,!the!reformers!often!showed,!but!additionally!gave!their!readers!a!guide!on!how!to!properly!emotional!respond!to!the!suffering.!!As!it!guided!emotional!response,!the!ARC&Magazine!and!other!reformist!literatures!of!the!time!are!exemplary!of!sentimental!education.!!As!Peterson!discovered,!materials!that!include!a!fixed!response!to!a!scene!cultivate!a!perception!of!“good”!and!“bad.”!Rozario!mentions!sentimental!education,!for!“I!was!appalled,”!or!“I!was!deeply!distressed!to!see!
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government’s!“publicity!machine!to!define!the!ARC!as!a!national!movement!for!international!humanity”!(Irwin,!2013:!loc.!1850).!!Additionally,!she!points!out!how!posters!such!as!these!were!widely!circulated,!that!they!“saturated”!the!U.S.!landscape.!!The!choices!I!featured!were!digitized!and!recorded!by!the!Library!of!Congress,!and!featured!in!Irwin’s!historical!account!of!the!American!Red!Cross.!!!! The!images!I!use!throughout!this!chapter!exemplify!how!visuality!sparks!civic!duty.!Mediated!images!are!accompanied!by!a!prerequisite!civic!response,!as!images!inherently!call!for!a!response!from!their!viewer!(Hariman!and!Lucaites:!2011).!!The!response!will!be!given!in!accordance!with!the!institutional!expectations!of!the!society!in!which!the!viewer!exists.!!In!other!words,!when!one!sees!an!ARC!poster!toting!claims!of!patriotism!and!humanity,!the!viewer!is!reminded!of!their!own!patriotism!and!humanism.!!In!order!to!fulfill!their!social!contractM!to!feel!patriotic!and!humanistM!the!viewer!behaves!as!requested!by!the!image.!!The!image,!therefore,!required!a!civic!response.!!Visuality!is!key!to!advocacy,!as!it!calls!allows!the!viewer!the!opportunity!to!reaffirm!their!identity.!!In!the!upcoming!sections,!I!examine!how!civic!response!to!visuality!is!an!example!of!Azoulay’s!civil!positioning.!!!
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helpers!needed!so!that!money!can!be!collected!and!purposed!to!the!saving!of!the!poor!individuals!shown!in!the!poster.!!!As!this!image!would!have!been!displayed!on!city!streets,!to!be!seen!while!walking!to!work!or!shopping!downtown,!its!audience!is!middleMclass!American!citizens.!!The!poster!appeals!to!persons!who!were!not!able!to!participate!on!the!frontMlines!of!the!war,!but!still!want!to!contribute!to!the!war!efforts!through!time!and!monetary!donations.!!The!pitiful!image!of!needy!neighbors!evokes!sympathy.!!By!having!those!neighbors!no!longer!across!the!sea,!but!right!on!Capitol!Hill,!the!poster!is!eliminating!geographical!distance,!placing!the!“other”!right!onto!American!soil.!!This!interpretation!requires!a!bit!of!imagination,!and!our!discussion!of!such!can!be!aided!by!Ariella!Azoulay,!who!aruges!that!images!are!a!way!for!viewers!to!reify!their!civil!identities.!!Because!this!poster!is!a!performance!of!international!relationships,!the!viewer!responds!morally!to!the!sight.!!!This!moral!response!is!an!answer!inspired!by!the!civil!imagination,!in!reply!to!the!civil!gaze.!!These!concepts!are!developed!by!Ariella!Azoulay!in!her!2011!Civil&Imagination,!and!pivot!around!the!idea!of!civil!positioning.!!Civil!positioning!is!the!base!for!understanding!how!these!narratives!and!posters!are!used!as!outreach!methods.!!It!is!the!placement!of!a!viewer!or!thinker!to!a!perspective!that!illuminates!sociocultural!values!at!play.!!Azoulay!claims!that!photographs!position!their!viewers!in!a!way!that!allows!for!recognition!with!an!unfamiliar!“other.”!!My!analysis!extends!this,!as!I!associate!Azoulay’s!theories!with!visuality,!as!opposed!to!photographs!alone.!!I!consider!narratives!that!are!rich!in!descriptive!to!be!likewise!visual,!as!they!“paint!a!picture,”!so!to!say,!in!their!thinker’s!imagination.!!In!the!vocabulary!of!this!civil!positioning,!the!civil!gaze!is!how!the!viewer!looks/views/thinks!about!the!subject.!!Finally,!the!civil!imagination!is!a!form!of!reasoning!
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which!aligns!the!thinker!with!a!visualized!“other”!outside!of!traditional!cultural!or!social!boundaries.!Azoulay!frames!her!argument!beginning!with!a!conception!of!a!regime:!“an!organized,!regulated!and!motivated!system!of!power!that!is!nourished!by!the!institutions!of!the!democratic!state”!!(Azoulay,!2011:!p.!2).!!She!argues!that!regimes!control!our!perceptions!of!our!surroundings;!they!shape!the!framing!of!a!story,!photograph,!video,!or!other!discourse.!!These!regimes!are!motivated!by!claims!of!democracy,!which!further!reinforce!their!hold!over!the!citizenry.!!Azoulay!argues!that!the!way!to!combat!a!regime!is!through!suspending!the!point!of!view!of!governmental!power!and!nationalist!characteristics!and!to!look!instead!at!situations!through!the!lens!of!a!civil!discourse.!!This!action!of!this!is!civil!positioning.!!A!civil!discourse!is!one!that!seeks!to!induce!partnership!between!people!and!groups,!rather!than!emphasizing!the!sovereign’s!power.!!!“To!do!this”!states!Azoulay,!“requires!an!act!of!imagination”!(Azoulay,!2011:!p.!3).!!We!must!imagine!ourselves!as!equal!citizens,!transcending!the!individual!mind!or!matter,!and!looking!toward!a!collective!group!mind.!!Civil!imagination!allows!us!to!break!free!arbitrary!boundaries!placed!upon!us!by!governments,!religion,!or!class.!!Through!civil!positioning,!we!are!given!the!opportunity!to!imagine!a!new!way!to!relate!to!the!“other.”!!Azoulay!states!that!the!civil!imagination!“seeks!a!certain!dislocation!from!these![sovereign]!frameworks!and!from!the!control!they!desire!to!exert!over!the!areas!of!knowledge!associated!with!them”!(Azoulay,!2011:!p.73).!!The!imagination!then,!is!a!way!of!experiencing!which!allows!this!dislocation.!!!Azoulay!employs!the!notion!of!“civil!gaze”!to!discuss!how!viewers!redefine!or!redesign!their!relation!to!objects!in!photographs!through!civil!acts.!!She!first!denotes!how!images!often!reinforce!the!subjugation!of!beings!by!civilization!and!its!inherent!regimes!by!
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privileging!their!sociocultural!values.!!Looking!at!images,!according!to!Azoulay,!underpins!these!sociocultural!values,!as!the!viewer!thinks!about!the!image!in!their!personal!sociocultural!context.!!As!a!retort!to!this!way!of!looking,!Azoulay!proffers!the!“civil!gaze,”!which!“seeks!to!encompass!a!citizenry,!a!plurality!of!humans!who!are!partners!in!concrete!communities”!(Azoulay,!2011:!p.!73).!!The!civil!gaze!helps!reimagine!how!beings!can!engage!with!visuality!from!their!respective!political!dispositions.!!It!a!type!of!looking!that!encourages!viewers!to!identify!with!the!object!shown!in!a!way!that!extends!the!political!space!between!the!object!and!the!viewer.!!The!civil!gaze!effectively!deletes!political!separation!between!viewer!and!subject.!!Importantly,!Azoulay!notes:!The!civil!gaze!cannot!exist!within!the!paradigm!of!‘the!suffering!of!others”!as!if!the!citizenship!of!the!spectators!were!insulated!from!the!suffering!inflicted!on!others![…]!or!as!if!their!suffering!were!merely!to!be!observed!from!an!external!point!of!reference.!(Azoulay,!2011:!p.!122)!!The!civil!gaze!repositions!the!viewer!within!the!photograph:!it!destroys!sociocultural!boundaries,!creating!an!internal!connection!between!viewer!and!subject.!!The!posters!analyzed!in!this!chapter!do!just!this,!as!they!attempt!to!restructure!the!viewer’s!perception!of!the!subject!shown.!As!the!poster,!“Are!you!one!of!us?”!is!a!product!created!for!the!public!space,!it!is!a!representation!of!hegemonic!ideals.!!For!Azoulay,!“the!practical!and!civil!gaze![insist]!that!the!photograph!is!the!source!of!heterogeneous!knowledge!that!may!enable!us!to!reconstruct!the!lineaments!of!the!regime!as!it!exists!in!practice”!(Azoulay,!2011:!p.!117).!!Azoulay’s!work!demonstrates!how!an!image!and!the!viewer!exist!within!larger!frameworksM!they!are!connected!beyond!the!moment!of!sight.!!“Are!You!One!of!Us?”!illustrates!this!connection,!as!the!poster!requires!the!viewer!to!imagine!a!“whatMif”!wherein!the!allies!of!WWI!were!physically!neighboring!America!and!imploring!for!help.!!The!poster!
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viewer!as!a!mother!to!men!she!does!not!know.!!The!image!is!an!advertisement!that!was!published!in!Ladies’&Home&Journal,!and!is!boldly!titled:!“Greatest!Mother!in!the!World,”!showing!a!Red!Cross!nurse,!cradling!an!injured!soldier!in!her!arms.!!The!Red!Cross,!according!to!Irwin,!often!used!this!phrase!to!describe!their!organization.!!She!states!that!the!ARC!attempted!to!describe!itself!as!“at!once!caring,!loving,!nurturing,!as!well!as!a!rational,!masculine,!and!powerful!force”!(Irwin,!2013:!loc!1932).!!The!advertisement!is!representative!of!the!ARC’s!mission!to!appear!as!all!of!these!adjectives.!!Irwin!uses!a!wartime!poster!titled!“Our!Greatest!Mother,”!showing!a!young!nurse!dressed!in!white!stretching!out!her!hand!to!the!audience.!!The!advertisement!in!Ladies&Home&Journal!demonstrates!this!same!trope,!but!is!accompanied!by!written!narrative.!!!!The!readers!of!this!magazine!were!solely!women,!and!they!were!ofMage!housewives.!!In!1918,!the!Ladies&Home&Journal!was!the!leading!American!magazine!of!its!type,!with!a!circulation!of!more!than!one!million!copies!by!1900!(Santana,!2014).!!In!“Greatest!Mother!in!the!World”!positions!the!viewer!to!look!with!the!civil!gaze,!to!reimagine!her!relationship!to!the!soldiers!on!the!front!lines!fighting!the!war.!!The!mother!shown!is!large!and!graceful,!and!her!robes!fold!in!waves!around!her.!!The!soldier!fits!into!her!arms!like!a!small!child,!and!she!holds!him!like!one.!!Her!face!looks!concerned,!even!mournful,!as!her!chin!tilts!toward!the!sky.!!Below!the!text,!a!large!eagle!spreads!its!wings.!!The!words,!bookended!by!the!Red!Cross!logo,!encompass!the!mission!of!the!Red!Cross,!and!target!their!readersM!ladiesM!directly.!!The!Red!Cross!Mother!is!said!to!“know!no!favorite,!yet!favor!all.”!!She!is!“merciful,”!as!she!helps!rebuild!homes!and!restock!cupboards.!!She!speaks!to!women!as!she!calls!men!“naughty!children,”!yet!laments!for!the!conditions!that!men!must!suffer!in!for!
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politically,!economically,!and!socially,!toward!a!common!goal.!!WWII!saw!the!beginning!of!a!new!termM!globalism.!Globalization!is!a!movement!toward!the!removal!of!restrictions!between!nations!and!an!increase!in!economic!integration.!!WWII!began!when!the!globalism!movement!first!started!to!gain!traction.!!! When!America!became!involved!in!WWII,!the!ARC!sprung!into!action!to!get!citizens!to!donate!money!or!join!civilian!corps.!!The!U.S.!entered!the!conflict!in!December!of!1941.!!By!its!end!in!August!1945,!the!ARC!had!a!membership!of!36!million!and!hundreds!of!millions!of!dollars!raised!for!aid!(Irwin,!2013:!loc.!4466).!!The!growing!size!of!the!U.S.!government!benefitted!the!organization,!as!Congress!passed!four!relief!appropriation!acts!totaling!$85!million!from!1941M1943!(Irwin,!2013:!loc.!4478).!!Americans!were!prepared!to!fight!for!their!country!as!civilians,!which!for!many!meant!donating!to!the!Red!Cross.!!The!ARC!took!advantage!of!this!situation!in!their!advertising!campaigns.!!Since!President!Taft’s!initial!designation!in!June!of!1900,!the!organization!held!tightly!to!its!title!of!official!relief!organization!of!the!U.S.!!At!the!time,!there!was!little!more!“American”!than!recycling!your!cans!and!bottles,!cutting!back!on!meat!consumption,!or!purchasing!war!bonds.!!It!was!likewise!equally!American!to!donate!time!or!money!to!the!Red!Cross.!!The!organization!marketed!itself!as!such!a!wholesome,!upstanding!organization!that!worked!for!the!good!of!the!country,!and!the!greater!good!of!the!world.!!To!do!this,!they!used!images!to!pull!on!the!American!sense!of!brotherhood!and!civic!duty.!!For!example,!a!small!
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advertisement!in!the!corner!of!a!1941!The&Billboard!magazine!proclaims:!“Join!ARC”!(Image!2c).!!This!image!was!typical!of!ARC!strategies,!as!it!is!part!of!their!efforts!to!“saturate!the!landscape,”!as!Irwin!would!say.!!In!the!image,!a!Red!Cross!nurse!links!arms!with!members!of!American!forces!as!the!group!walks!smilingly!down!the!street.!!The!image!implies!that!the!Red!Cross!nurse!plays!an!equally!important!role!in!the!war!as!her!military!counterparts.!!Furthermore,!the!ARC!began!taking!advantage!of!technologies!newly!available.!!A!1942!Broadcasting&magazine!speaks!to!a!15Mpart!series!titled!This&is&My&Story,!which!would!“dramatize!an!actual!case!in!which!the!Red!Cross!has!given!aid”!(“Red!Cross!Dramas”).!!Additionally,!A!1943!edition!of!Broadcasting!magazine!describes!a!13Mweek!campaign!that!uses!a!halfMhour!program!called!That&They&Might&Live!on!NBC.!!The!objective!of!this!program!is!to!recruit!“36,000!graduate!nurses,!100,000!nurses’!aides,!and!a!million!students!in!home!nursing!campaigns”!(“Recruits!for!Red!Cross”).!!Many!other!campaigns!were!short!films!presented!alongside!feature!films!in!theatres.!!!As!a!final!example,!the!“Volunteer!for!Victory”!(Image!2d)!poster!also!calls!upon!viewers!to!fulfill!their!civic!duty,!while!imagining!herself!a!valiant!worker.!!The!poster!has!a!low!angle!shot!of!a!female!Red!Cross!worker!in!a!blue!dress!suit!and!hat,!white!gloves,!and!black!high!heels.!!She!wears!a!capeM!black!with!red!interiorM!blowing!in!the!wind!behind!her.!!In!the!background,!two!Red!Cross!flagsM!a!red!cross!on!white!backgroundM!have!the!wind!flowing!through!them!as!well.!!It’s!a!blueMsky!day,!with!the!white!bold!words!“Volunteer!for!Victory”!written!across!the!sky.!!A!large!Red!Cross!sits!on!the!top!right!hand!corner!of!the!poster.!!At!the!bottom,!the!viewer!is!implored!to!“Offer!your!services!to!your!Red!Cross.”!!
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articles,!advertisements,!and!more.!Though!these!posters!are!not!photographs,!they!are!visualized!images!of!expected!sociocultural!relationships.!!The!ARC!advertisements,!in!their!visuality,!invite!viewers!to!respond!accordingly!to!their!civil!identity.!!!In!the!newspaper!advertisement,!a!viewer!may!associate!herself!with!the!nurse,!thinking,!“I!could!do!that.”!Or,!the!viewer!may!associate!herself!with!the!military!men,!thinking!of!a!family!member!who!is!gone!during!the!war.!!She!then!may!act!wanting!to!help!that!person!close!to!her.!!In!both!responses,!the!viewer!is!aligning!herself!with!one!of!the!characters!pictured.!!!Importantly,!both!subjects!of!“Join!ARC”!and!“Volunteer!for!Victory”!are!women.!!As!the!draft!was!still!in!use!at!this!time,!young!men!were!shipped!off!to!fight!for!the!country.!!Women,!on!the!other!hand,!were!unable!to!do!so.!!Wanting!to!support!their!country!and!“the!boys,”!the!ARC!provided!an!outlet!for!civil!participation!in!WWII.!!Women,!then,!were!often!the!target!demographic!for!ARC!campaigns.!Children,!on!the!other!hand,!had!the!opportunity!to!join!the!Junior!Red!Cross,!conducting!bottle!and!can!drives!or!other!fundraising!activities.!!!The!alignment!of!the!viewer!to!the!image!speaks!to!Ariella!Azoulay’s!notion!of!the!civil!gaze.!!For!Azoulay,!visuality!reifies!civic!identity!in!that!one!views!them!via!a!“civil!gaze,”!or!a!way!of!looking!which!preferences!hegemonic!duty!to!society,!and!subsequently,!encourages!viewers!to!identify!with!the!object!shown!in!a!way!which!extends!the!political!space!between!the!object!and!the!viewer.!!Azoulay!contributes!that!photographs!are!products!of!the!public!space,!and!therein!are!representations!of!their!commitment!to!the!sovereign.!!Azoulay!takes!this!a!step!further,!as!she!presents!the!photograph!as!requiring!“the!trained!spectator![to]!activate!her!civil!intention!to!assist!her!in!deciphering!the!defective!conditions!in!which!the!photographed!woman!finds!herself”!(Azoulay,!2011:!p.!








































































































































































































































































































































































































# # # TExecutive#Committee#Member:#2012T2013#
(2009T2013)# Anthropology&Club#
(2009T2013)# ALANA&Scholar:#(Asian,#Latino/a,#African,#Native#American#Student)#Ithaca#
College#annual#meritTbased#scholarship#for#exceptional#academic#performance.#
(2009T2013)# John&B.&Harcourt&Scholar:#Ithaca#College#annual#meritTbased#scholarship#for#
exceptional#academic#performance.#
 
 
 
Professional!Experience 
 
Syracuse&University:&Teaching&Assistant&fullKtime(contract#
Spring#2014#&#Spring#2015:#CRS#325T#Presentational#Speaking:##
Independently#developed#and#taught#course#designed#to#teach#students#the#basic#
tenants#of#public#speaking#in#a#variety#of#genres#and#settings.#The#course#focuses#on#
constructing#arguments,#audience#analysis,#and#delivery.#Lecture#planning#and#
performance,#lesson#planning,#activity#coordination,#grading,#discussion#facilitation.##
# 44#students#per#semester.###
Fall#2013:#CRS#225T#Public#Advocacy:##
Independently#developed#and#taught#course#designed#to#teach#students#media#literacy#
skills#and#improve#students'#presentational#speaking#abilities.#Activity#coordination,#
discussion#facilitation,#grading.##
# 66#students#per#semester#
Fall#2014:#CRS#183T#Introduction#to#Communication#Methods:#
# A#basic#introduction#to#communication#methodologies.##Performed#duties#as#a#grader,#
assessing#work#in#essay#and#experimental#design#formats.###
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&
Wegmans:&Front&End&Coordinator&&
(2011T2013)&Ithaca,(NY(
During#scholarly#semesters:#16T24#hrs/week#
Responsibilities:#
• Oversee#the#front#end#(checkTout)#operations#
• Coordinate#and#manage#the#activity#of#up#to#30#cashiers#and#other#employees#at#one#
time#
• Promote#store#sales#by#offering#incredible#customer#service#
• Handle#customer#questions#and#concerns#by#offering#the#best#possible#solution#available#
• Collaborate#with#team#leaders#to#write#cashier#reviews;#make#recommendations#as#
necessary#
&
AmeriCorps&Community&Outreach&Associate&
The#American#Red#Cross:#Central(New(York(Region#
June#T#December#2012#(900#hr.#contract)#
35#hrs/week#(full#time#during#Fall#semester#2012)#
Disaster&Preparedness&Education&
• Lead#classes#in#the#community#
• Offer#instruction#on#how#to#best#mitigate#natural#and#manTmade#disaster#situations#
• Communication#link#between#local#chapter#and#community#organizations#
Youth&and&Young&Adult&Services&
• Provide#support#to#local#school#district#Red#Cross#Clubs#
• Instruct#Red#Cross#Clubs#and#other#young#adult#organizations#in#International#
Humanitarian#Law#
• Developed#a#pilot#program#for#National#
o A#peerTeducator#program#that#would#provide#a#conversational#learning#
environment#for#local#teenagers#to#learn#about#International#Humanitarian#Law#
o Recruited#interns#from#local#organizations#
o Organized#target#groups#in#schools#to#host#program#
 !
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